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Outline
● Flow chart Linguateca <-> Palavras
● History and milestones
– pre- and co-Linguateca
● Parallel development strands
● A recent example of ressource integration: QuickDict
Público + Folha + Dependency Parsing + Statistics = Lexicography
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History of the parser (pre-Linguateca)
● 1990-93 Portuguese lexicography (master's thesis)
● 1992-93 Morphological analyzer for Portuguese
● 1994-96 Development of the first version of PALAVRAS' 
Constraint Grammar modules (morphology and syntax)
● 1996 presentation at the 2. Propor in Curitiba, Brazil
● 1997 focus on tree structures and corpus work (Borba-Ramsey, 
VEJA, NILC)
● 1998-99 experiments with heuristics, transscribed speech 
(NURC), dialectal variation (Cordial-syn, Moçambique) and 
historical data (Tycho Brahe)
● 1997-? PALAVRAS and derived systems for other languages 
used for syntax teaching in Denmark (VISL)
● 2000 Dr.phil. thesis centering on PALAVRAS
  
History of the parser (co-Linguateca)
- corpus annotation
●1999-? AC/DC project (e.g. Santos & Bick 2000, LREC)
– both Portuguese (esp. Público) and Brazilian (Folha) data
– quantitatively mostly newspaper genre
– mostly unrevised annotation, but feedback and multiple 
reannotations
●2000-? Floresta Sintá(c)tica Project (e.g. Afonso et al. 2002, LREC)
– 3 phases: (a) Odense-Oslo, (b) multipolar international, (c) Portugal
– automatic annotation with human linguistic revision
– (a-b) PALAVRAS + PSG (Bick 2003, CL), two-pass annotation and 
revision
– (c) PALAVRAS + DG (Bick 2005, TLT) , one-pass revision
●2004 PALAVRAS-Linguateca license at SINTEF, Oslo
– raw and edited annotation (e.g. COMPARA)
  
History of the parser (co-Linguateca)
- joint evaluation
●2003  Morfolimpíadas/Avalon (Santos 2007)
– PALMORF, an adapted morphology module from PALAVRAS, 
achieves top results
●2005 1. HAREM (evaluation meeting 2006, Porto)
– PALAVRAS-NER (Bick 2006, Propor Itatiaia), with separate modules 
for name recognition and classification, participates with good 
results (best F-scores)
●2008 2. HAREM
– the SeReLep system (by PUCRS) integrates a licensed PALAVRAS
  
Other development strands
● Question & Answering
– A prototype using PALAVRAS syntactic analysis (Bick 2003, EPIA)
– PALAVRAS used as a syntactic module in other systems
● University of Evora (Quaresma et al. 2004, CLEF)
● Esfinge (Costa 2006, CLEF)
● Historical Portuguese
– Parser and lexicon daptations for 18th and 19th century Brazilian 
Portuguese (Bick & Módolo 2005)
● Semantic annotation beyond NER
– Semantic prototype annotation (used for MT and Floresta)
– Semantic role annotation (Bick 2007, TIL)
● CG3, a new Constraint Grammar formalism and compiler
– direct creation and referencing of dependency and anaphora 
relations, context windows larger than a sentece, reg. expressions, 
integration of statistical data, ....
  
DeepDict
● A lexicographic tool to provide contextual dictionary information 
on the fly – useful for dictionary publishers, students, linguists ..
● example of a product integrating different types of ressources 
into a real life tool: Corpus data, Tagger/Parser, Statistical tools
● example of interactive, corpus-driven lexicography
– (1) results can be fed back into the parsing lexicon (valency tags, 
semantic lumping etc)
– (2) the improved parsing lexicon allows better corpus annotation 
and – in turn – more DeepDict data
● the Portuguese version is freely available on the Internet
  
DeepDict
www.gramtrans.com
● syntactically analyzed corpus (dependency links and functions)
– Linguateca's Público and Folha corpora (CETEMPúblico, 
CETENFolha) – ca. 180+30 M words
– Portuguese Wikipedia (Nov. 2005) – ca. 8 M words
– Portuguese section of Europarl – ca. 27 M words
● lemmatization, “normalization” (passives, numbers, names)
● extraction of mother-daughter relations, depgrams, not ngrams 
(cf. Adam Kilgariff's Sketch Engine)
– N + @N< (vaca louca), @>A + ADJ (gravemente doente)
– V + @ACC (ganhar terreno), @SUBJ ktp, V + PRP (pensar em)
● co-occurrence measure: p(AB) / p(A) * p (B)
● graphical interface
  
  
  
  
  
  
Palavras links:
●  http://beta.visl.sdu.dk/
● visl/pt/parsing/automatic/  (live parsing, file upload etc.)
● constraint_grammar.html  (formalism)
● visl/pt/info/  (categories and annotation docs)
